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The great innovation of this hair removal system is the HD-MATRIX 
technology (High definition laser) which is used to target the hair 
follicle, as the high definition beam of light is very uniform and does not 
produce dispersion.

The Laser wave is absorbed by the melanin in the hair shaft and 
contained in the hair follicles, it is turned into heat, increasing the 
temperature and triggering a natural physiological process that leads to 
the gradual disappearance of unwanted hair.

The revolutionary 
Laser that 
transforms how
beauty treatments 
are done

SIMPLE TO USE
ERGONOMIC HANDPIECE
CONTROL SYSTEM
OPERATION IDENTIFICATION
LASER SAFETY
OPERATOR SAFETY
EXECUTION PROTOCOL
AD-HOC TRAINING

HD

MATRIX
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Freezing effect

Large Focus 

Medium Focus 

Educational Videos

Macro Cam

Tech Analysis

up to 12 Spots per Second

SPECIFICATIONS

Appliance dim. in mm L600 x D570 x H1260 • Source: Laser HRLM • 
wave length 808 nm • Zaffiro window dim.: mm 22x13 Large / 13x13 
Regular • Emission: from 1 to 12 multi spot impulses per second • 
Emission: from 1 to 3 fractional single spot impulses • Impulse length 
definedby the sophisticated work parameter selection system in 
compliance with the regulations in force • Energy density max 40J/cm² 
max 300ms • Handpiece cooling from 5° to 15°C • 36-month warranty.
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LARGE & REGULAR SAPPHIRE FOCUS
2 handpieces provided

REGULAR SAPPHIRE FOCUS OF 1200W 13 x 13 mm
Its power allows it to achieve precise action on the treatment area. Plus, 
a more reduced pulse amplitude, combined with the Freezing Effect 
system, offers more comfortable treatments.

LARGE SAPPHIRE FOCUS OF 1200W 22 x 13 mm
Innovative design with double focus makes it possible to reduce treatment 
times, especially on broad areas, maintaining the same efficiency, but 
requiring going over the same spot much less.

FREEZING EFFECT

An advanced cooling system was inserted, which turns the Overline 
diode Laser hair removal experience into a pleasant sensation of 
freshness and protection for the skin. Plus, cooling will no longer affect 
the efficiency of the handpiece, on the contrary, it will enhance the result 
of the progressive hair removal treatment

Overline Infinity HD Laser 1200W  laser handpieces are compact, ergonomic, 
lightweight, reliable, functional, safe, professional and extremely handy. 
They have a Safety strap and Laser emission and cooling light indicators. The 
practical and large button was designed to facilitate different modes of use.

5
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TECH ANALYSIS

Thanks to its powerful software Infinity HD Laser 1200W Overline is able 
to aid the operator during the first session to assess the conditions of the 
customer’s skin and hair. By entering a few details such as phototype, 
hair thickness, hair colour and distribution, we are able to provide custom 
treatment.

UP TO 12 SPOTS PER SECOND

With a view of optimising and perfecting the performance, execution of 
the Overline Laser treatment it involves the use of the multispot method, 
which allows performing up to 12 spots in the fraction of a second. All 
of this places the professional beautician in the condition of working 
safely and improving the times and efficiency of the treatment and its 
final result

QUICK MAINTENANCE

Thanks to the advanced research developed by Overline, a technology 
was created that essentially does not require maintenance for three years, 
rather, only changing water and filters and no further inconveniences.
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PRE & POST MACROCAM

The Macrocam built into the Laser technology is an actual microscope 
with up to 200X zoom of the area being analysed. Through this tool we 
create a strong visual impact for the customer and we activate a real 
perception of the imperfection. Plus, the image is sent to our 10” display 
screen for better viewing and can be saved for comparison at the end of 
the programme.

PERFECT PERFORMANCE

Protocols and performance carried out at the Company* in compliance 
with the suggested work methods, confirm the synergy between the 
Overline technology and iSol Beauty cosmetics guarantee the maximum 
efficiency of the treatment.

* Protocols and performance carried out at the Company on a given sample of people.
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EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS

Cutting edge in terms of service, Overline has always been there alongside 
professional beauticians to offer excellent results. We decided it would 
be useful to insert a number of educational videos in our equipment, 
designed to allow the beautician to consult, at any time, the correct 
operational protocols.

LASER TRAINING

Laser technologies, in compliance with the regulation in force, must 
be accompanied by a training course for the beautician, placing her/
him in the condition to know everything about Laser technology. Every 
little secret will be explained so that this knowledge can be transferred 
to your Salon for any co-workers. Overline has always been careful to 
provide this type of regulation instructions and, for a long time, has 
offered its customers various types of training and preparation at any 
level so as to guarantee the tools to perform their work in full safety. 
Our responsibility is to place all professional Laser beauticians in the 
condition to work as correctly as possible, in full respect of their customer.
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View Display
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Overline Infinity is the innovation choice for the beauty Salon. It is the 
possibility of infinite customised treatments with the synergy of latest 
generation technologies. It features an intuitive interface and simple op-
eration. It means effective treatments and Salon customer satisfaction. 
It involves on-going training support allowing every beautician to make 
full use of all of the potential offered by the equipment.  It provides the 
safety of using strictly tested, certified systems built in compliance with 
regulations in force. It has an appealing design of sinuous lines that suits 
every salon. 

Infinity is for those who never lose sight of their end goals!

I N F I N I T E L Y

Beautiful
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Contactless Card

Storage compartment Shaped handpiece shelf

Large top drawer

THE DETAILS
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For Overline Infinity the concept of customisation is very important. Every 
technology possesses the advanced Contactless Card reading system, 
where the sequence of each customer’s treatment is entered, saving past 
treatments and those yet to be carried out, so as to optimise the time.

The electronically reclining Overline Infinity Monitor makes programming 
easier and aids control over the work, offering a clear vision of the 
treatment, also to the customer. A large top drawer and storage 
compartment for materials and cosmetics, while the shaped shelf on the 
back of the equipment offers tidy housing for the handpieces.
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Overline Infinity HD Laser 1200W equipment and its handpieces are 
guaranteed against materials and labour defects, ex factory, for a period 
of 36 months. To activate the warranty validity conditions simply fill in 
every section of the Warranty form inside the Infinity HD Laser 1200W 
package, and send it to Overline by and no later than 10 days from the 
date of purchase. 

12

36-MONTH WARRANTY 

CAREFREE
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Cleansing
CLEANSING SOFT 
MOUSSE
ISO.FOAM.150
[150ml]
Dermo-compatible Cleanser
Face&Body
2 in 1 cleanser (milk&toner) in a 
soft mousse, suitable for all skin 
types, to be used before every 
treatment or for daily cleansing 
at home with a moisturising 
action.
 

Scrub 
JOJOBA FACE
& BODY SCRUB 
Gel Scrub With Jojoba Micro-
Granules
ISO.SCRUB.200
[250ml]
Scrub with jojoba micro-granules 
that soften as the gel is applied 
through massage, thereby 
modulating the action over time. 
This offers high skin exfoliating 
performance and a smoothing 
and protective action. Gentle 
and for all skin types

Laser
LASER GEL
ISO.LASER.100
[4500ml]
Specific smooth gel 
conductor for LASER 
treatment with rosewater 
distillate
Soft soothing conductive 
gel enriched with precious 
rosewater distillate, which has 
soothing and toning properties. 
Specifically formulated for 
LASER treatments, it can also 
be used with other suitable 
equipment.

Laser
REPAIR LOTION
ISO.LASER.200
[250ml]
Repairing Soothing Spray 
Emulsion
Post LASER repairing soothing 
spray emulsion containing 
Betaglukane, Allantoin and 
Enriched Vitamin E in addition to 
other moisturising, softening and 
soothing active ingredients, like 
Aloe and Calendula mucilage.

INTEGRATED COSMETICS

The duo of Overline Infinity HD Laser 1200W and iSol Beauty integrated 
cosmetics is synonymous with concrete solutions for all aesthetic needs 
and targeted results. iSol Beauty cosmetics are designed specifically 
to work efficiently with the technologies that the equipment features, 
for the maximum satisfaction of the beautician and an excellent beauty 
experience for the customer.

1 2 43
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Always 
at the 
service of 
beauticians

Cutting-edge and Innovation are the ideal terms to define Over-
line. A historical Milanese company, undisputed leader in the 
production and sale of hi-tech professional cosmetic equipment.

Founded in 1989 and, ever since, it can very simply be described 
as a “success story”. A company that expresses its business style 
through ethical commitment and careful and responsible com-
mercial management.

The literature of the company uses terminology allowed at an international lev-
el, as well as being the most commonly used terms to define technologies and 
features

Overline - Training courseOverline - Reception

14
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Research &
Development

Made in Italy

Certifications
The beating heart of the company, the innovative Research 
and Development laboratory, is the place where Technolo-
gies of high performance and simple use provide effective 
solutions to the demands of professional beauticians. Vari-
ous, safer systems that offer multiple functions for face, body 
and hair removal

100% Made in Italy production that offers competitive ad-
vantages in terms of performance, safety and service to the 
customer. Overline technologies are distributed at the finest 
cosmetic and beauty salons across Italy and in every Euro-
pean country in addition to South America, Mexico, Africa 
and Asia.

Overline is a trademark of Technology S.r.l., a company that 
constantly pursues the research and development of tech-
nologies, to offer the professional beauty market innova-
tive systems that offer visible results, while maintaining the 
maximum safety of the beautician and customer. Thanks to 
its great experience, Technology possesses important certi-
fications for compliance with regulations and international 
standards in the production of biomedical, electro-cosmetic 
and cosmetic equipment. The certifications that make all of 
the technologies very high level are the following:

Tüv Rheinland ISO 9001:2015. This represents the internation-
ally recognised Quality Management System certification that 
ensures that the devices comply with the management system 
required by the standard in terms of design, production, sale, 
development, and research.

Tüv Rheinland  ISO 13485:2016. The certification related 
to the Quality Management System of Medical Devices is a 
standard reference for Quality as part of the regulatory pro-
cedures governing the design, production and marketing of 
Medical Devices.

Tüv Rheinland ISO 45001:2018. Relative to the standard for 
the management of the health and safety of workers.

www.tuv.com ID 9105082302

Overline - Training course
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Overline
Overline

is a Technology S.r.l. trademark

Infinity

ISO 9001:2015 ISO 13485:2016 ISO 45001:2018

TechnologyMadeInItaly

CALL +971 50 480 7988 www.arbidora.com


